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Foam Caddis 
Hook dry 14 2x 
Thread 6/0 tan 
Body foam 2m black 
Wing elk hair 
Hackle Whiting brown or ginger 
 
Mount hook in vise. Capture thread behind eye with touching wraps to bend, continuing past bend for a colored tag. 
Bring thread forward to half point for a solid colored base. Cut a medium strip of foam. Trim foam shape with a forward 
narrow V-tip for tie in, then an angled side to a narrow butt. Length is from the half point back and extending past bend 
a half shank length or more. Tie in foam at half point using V tip to avoid bulk. Wing will hover over shank. Stack a clump 
of elk hair and tie in at half point with hair on top of foam. Use soft pinch wraps to avoid flairing hair. Trim hair at an 
angle to allow thread overwraps without a bump. Add a few wraps of thread to make a smooth base for hackle wraps. 
Tie in hackle and wrap multiple wraps to behind eye. Trim hackle. Whip finish. 
 

 
 
Metallic Caddis Larvae 
Hook scud 14 
Bead brass gold 3/32 
Thread 6/0 black 
Wire Ultra Wire chartreuse and olive medium 
Ice Dub peacock 
 
Mount bead on hook. Mount hook in vise. Capture thread all the way to bend. Lay both wires along shank with wire butt 
at the bead or even inside the bead. Capture wire at the bend and wrap thread forward to bead. Move thread back one 
to two eye widths to where the wire will end. Wrap both wires forward together to thread, creating alternating color 
abdomen. Tie off wire and cut close. Clean up/bend down wire tag and overwrap. Dub thorax with only a few wraps. 
Whip finish. Lightly ruff up the dubbing and trim long pieces if necessary.  
 



 
 
Twisted Foam Damsel 
Hook dry 10 3x long 
Foam 2m blue 
Thread 3/0 blue or olive 
Wing Para Post white 
Flex Floss mini black 
Sharpie pen black 
 
Cut foam into a very thin strip. Cut off a 2” section. On one end, trim the butt to a point to have a minimal capture point. 
Capture foam at extreme hook bend with other end extending back over bend, using minimal thread wraps to avoid 
buildup. Twist extended foam in fingers just enough to have visible twists but not so much as to be tight. Double twisted 
foam back to bend to form a twisted and extended tail. Tie down foam at bend with minimal wraps. Move thread 
forward to 2/3 point. Wrap untwisted foam around shank, using a soft wrap so as not to compress the foam. Tie off and 
trim at thread. Cut a long length 2-3 inches of wing material and mount on top of shank with half to each side. One at a 
time, loop wing butt back to shank and tie down. Wing loop should be extended flat and away from shank. Trim wing 
butts. Figure 8 the wing with tight wraps behind the wing to force it forward at a 90-degree angle. The head room in 
front of the wing is longer than most flies, about 3 eye widths. Use the head room to first add legs, then bulk up the 
head with thread. Legs should be to the side or down slightly. Whip finish. Lightly cement head and wing. Add spaced 
black band on the foam with marker. Add fly floatant to entire fly, especially the wings. Adding now will allow it to dry 
before use, enhancing flotation.  
 

 
 
Half Dry Midge 
Hook 20 curved long shank 
Thread 6/0 Vevus black or red 
Hackle Whiting black midge saddle 
Wing Para Post white 
Fly floatant 
Cement Hard Head clear 
 
Fly is intended to ride vertically in surface film with body submerged and head dry, with white wing as sighter for 
tracking. 



 
Mount thread slightly behind eye. Leave some head room. Wrap thread to bend and down the bend as far you can to 
the vise jaws. It may be helpful to initially mount the hook vertical with the eye pointed down to expose maximum bend, 
then remount horizontally later. Overwrap thread back and forth along shank several times, forming a tapered thread 
body by stopping the thread progressively farther up the shank with each backward wrap before proceeding forward 
again. This will be 3 or 4 overwraps. The forward wrap will stop at the 2/3 point on the shank to leave room for hackle 
and wing. Note the wing material is not for the purpose of a wing, but to provide vertical flotation. Clip a long piece of 
wing material from strand and lay horizontally across shank and secure with minimal thread wraps, leaving some head 
room. Pull up both ends of wing and wrap thread vertically behind wing, only a couple of wraps. The purpose of 
doubling the wing is not to form a wing but simply to provide more material to aid flotation. Wrap thread around wing 
base horizontally two or three times as you would to form a parachute post, causing the separate strand to bunch 
together. Wrap thread vertically and forward to push wing forward horizontally extending over and past eye. Clip wing 
to length. A little long is good for flotation. Mount hackle and wrap in front of thread body and behind wing. Keep as far 
forward as you can so as to not shorten the thread body but still get several hackle wraps. Over wrapping is good for 
flotation. Whip finish first behind wing then in front of wing. Avoid thread buildup. Think of the fly as having two parts, a 
sinking bottom half and a floating top half. Cement bottom half thread body with hard cement (epoxy substitute), being 
careful not to get cement on hackle. Coat wing with fly flotant, being careful not get flotant on hackle or it will stick 
tighter. 
 

 
 
Salvation nymph 
Hook wet 8 caddis curve 
Bead tungsten gold 5/32 
Thread 6/0 purple 
Tail pheasant tail 
Wire Ultra Wire copper medium 
Abdomen dubbing UV Diamond Brite purple (is labeled as brown) 
Backstrap Holographic tinsel medium 
Thorax dubbing Ice Dub peacock 
Wing case Shimazaki fly wing black 
Legs Flex Floss medium black 
 
Mount bead to hook. Mount hook in vise. Capture thread to bend and past bend and back to bend for a colored tag. 
Capture pheasant tail-tail at bend with tail curving down bend. Move thread to bead. Mount wire along entire length of 
shank with forward butt end into bead hole, over-wrapping thread back over wire to bend. Capture tinsel at bend. Dub 
forward to 1/2 point. Pull tinsel forward on top of abdomen to half point, tie off and trim. Wrap wire in open wraps 
forward to half point, tie off and trim. Dub thorax with half of what is needed for an underbase for other materials. 
Return thread back over dubbing to half point. Tie in rear legs. Tie in wing case at half point in front of legs. Finish 
dubbing thorax forward to bead. With thread at bead, pull wing case forward, tie down and trim. Tie in front legs. Whip 
finish. Trim legs to length. 


